
Metal rings with castings
Instructions No. 2879
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 2 Hours

Metal rings and moulding with casting compound are absolutely in. We combine both trends and create beautifully
designed metal rings for hanging with a designed surface made of wooden blocks and self-cast figures. Together with a
lettering and an illumination by a chain of lights, we have created two beautiful decoration pendants - perfect for your walls,
too.

So gestaltest du die Ringe:
First glue two blocks to the metal ring with VBS handicraft glue. The blocks are glued to the large ring with the narrow side, so that a wide surface is created.
For the small ring, the wooden blocks are glued with the wide side, this gives a smaller footprint, but the possibility to label the front block. To do this, you can
print out our free template and transfer it onto the block using graphite paper. Trace the lettering with the Posca marker.

Allow the glued blocks to dry for approx. 3 hours.

Mix the raisin according to the instructions in the mixing cup, pour it into the casting moulds and tap the mould lightly on the table surface so that the air
bubbles come out. After 1 hour of drying, the castings can be carefully removed from the mould. Smooth the edges with some sandpaper.

Fix the chain of lights to the back of the houses with hot glue. Then place the houses in the ring (fix with glue as desired).

Stick the "reindeer friends" onto the blocks with hot glue.

Finally, attach the ribbons.

Article number Article name Qty

Article information:



21844 VBS Handicraft blocksBeech wood 1
21343 Silicone casting mould "Reindeer friends" 1
21341 Silicone casting mould "Light houses" 1
485555-01 Casting powder "Raysin 100", white1 kg 1
21522 VBS Satin ribbon "Natural Harmony" 1
689786 VBS Micro LED chain of lights, with timer, 10 LEDs 1
111065 VBS Handicraft glue85 g 1
810401 Mixing cup made of rubber 1
517003 Sandpaper, set of 6 1
567725-07 POSCA Marker PC-1MCBlack 1
560566 Graphite paper 1

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/newsletter/
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